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REMIUM QUALITY & CLASSIC FLAVORS
Classics was launched in 2019 with the purpose to bring the best of Hangsens 10 years experience producing e-liquids to the 

Convenience store sector in the UK and be the brand leader in that channel. All the flavours in the range have been exhaustively 

tested to bring maximum enjoyment to the end-user and to maximise its performance with 8-14w vape pens or pod devices.

Our mission, with Hangsen Classics, is to craft the most suitable e-liquid portfolio, offer a competitive price and generate strong 

brand recognition for the convenience store and tobacco shop channel.
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• 10ML E-LIQUID BOTTLES

• 50VG/50PG RATIO

• NICOTINE STRENGTHS 0MG | 3MG | 6MG | 12MG | 18MG

• IDEAL FOR USE WITH 8-14W VAPE PENS OR POD DEVICES

• TPD COMPLIANT

SPECIFICATION



CLASSICS SERIES
MENTHOL
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BLUEBERRY
Hangsen Classics Blueberry e-liquid is a berry fruit blend featuring an 

overall fruity-ripe taste. The sharp yet sweet blueberry flavour is 

consistent throughout for a distinct, one-note e-liquid.

MENTHOL
Hangsen Menthol e-liquid is the ultimate blend from our menthol 

classics. Featuring an icy exhale, the fresh-tasting menthol flavour is 

present from inhale to exhale for a distinct experience. It’s particularly 

enjoyable as a post-meal vape, refreshing your flavor palette and 

giving you the freshness you need to power through the day.
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MENTHOL SENSATION
When you just want the wonderful simplicity of a classic flavour you 

know and love, Hangsen Classics Menthol Sensation is a perfect 

choice. Deep menthol flavour, yet superbly smooth with just the right 

amount of cooling.

HANGSNEBERG
Hangsen Classics Hangsenberg has berry fruits undertones with a 

menthol splash and aniseed kick that will make you want to break bad. 

It’s a winning blend of complementary notes that we are sure you will 

love.
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STRAWBERRY
Hangsen Classics strawberry e-liquid is a juicy and sweet strawberry 

is present from inhale to exhale for an ideal summer flavour.

PURPLE GRAPE
Hangsen Classics Purple Grape flavour it's like having a bowl full of 

grapes that provides an immensely pleasurable and fruity vaping 

experience. A great comforting feel with an ideally sweet and tangy-like 

aftertaste.
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TOBACCO
This flavour captures the authentic taste of pure tobacco, a smooth 

freshly cut leaf flavour reminiscent of traditional English Brands. 

Unlike many other tobacco flavours, Hangsen’s Classic Tobacco is 

balanced in sweetness, making it a great all-day vape.

GOLD & SILVER
Boasting a full-bodied tobacco flavour, our Classics Gold & Silver 

presents a satisfying all-day vape and is one of the best-known 

tobacco flavours in the market. With a delicious tobacco taste and 

subtle nutty undertones.
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MANGO ISLAND
Hangsen Classics Mango Island tastes like the real thing - very soft 

and fruity. A refreshing taste, sweet on the palate and a taste of the 

tropics in every puff.

FOREST FRUITS
Hangsen Classics Forest Fruits e-liquid is rich and tart throughout. On 

inhale, you'll detect a fruit punch flavour, which expands to create a 

delicious aftertaste.
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CDU OF CLASSICS SERIES E-LIQUID 
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CERTIFICATIONS

CNAS LABORATORY CERTIFICATION ISO9001HARMFUL SUBSTANCE TEST REPORT GMP

Hangsen strictly abides by the international GMP and HACCP production 

specifications to ensure that Hangsen's products meet the highest 

quality standards.
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Wholesale Inquiries
wholesale@hangsen.com

Email
service@hangsen.com

Address
86-90 Paul Street London EC2A 4NE

Phone
+44 20 3929 3550

www.hangsen.com


